Chapter 1
MORE ABOUT BROWS
A cross-linguistic study via analysis-by-synthesis
Emiel Krahmer and Marc Swerts

The computer can’t tell you the emotional story. It can
give you the exact mathematical design, but what’s missing is the eyebrows.
—Zappa (1989), The real Frank Zappa book

Abstract
In a seminal paper, Ekman (1979) remarks that brows can play an
accentuation role (e.g., to signal focus). However, the literature about eyebrows
is inconclusive about their exact role and as a consequence there is no agreement
among developers of embodied conversational agents about their precise timing and
placement. In addition, it is unclear whether eyebrow movements perform the same
role in different languages. In this chapter, an analysis-by-synthesis technique is used
to find out what the role of eyebrow movements is for the perception of focus and to
see whether this role is the same across different languages. Three experiments are
performed, both for Dutch and Italian, investigating where subjects prefer eyebrow
movements, whether brows influence the perceived prominence of words and whether
they are used in a functional way when subjects interpret utterances. The results
for Dutch and Italian are indeed different, but it is argued that these differences
can be reduced to prosodic differences between the two languages. The advantages
and potential limitations of studies via analysis-by-synthesis are discussed, and an
approach to compensate for the limitations is offered.
Keywords: Audio-visual prosody, eyebrow movements, pitch accents, focus, prominence, perception, analysis-by-synthesis, analysis-by-observation, crosslinguistic comparisons.
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1.

Introduction

How can the naturalness of an embodied conversational agent1 be
improved? Arguably, one way is to use variation. An agent speaking in
a monotonous way and with a static facial expression (only moving its
mouth) will look unnatural and people presumably will find it unpleasant
to interact with such an agent.
Variation in speech (both in humans and machines) has been the subject of many studies in the past. Some of the variation may be random,
such as the smaller instabilities in pitch (jitter and shimmer) that are
due to the limited capabilities of a human’s vocal apparatus, and that
may make synthetic speech more natural when properly implemented. In
addition, research has shown that much of the variation in speech is also
functional in that it can signal communicatively relevant information.
Speakers may use pitch accents and prosodic boundaries, for instance,
not to counter the monotonicity of their speech, but to give clues to the
hearer about how the current utterance should be interpreted (see for
instance Ladd 1996 or Cruttenden 1997). There is some psycholinguistic
evidence that processing of utterances is indeed enhanced by the ‘correct’ placement of pitch accents and boundaries (see e.g., Cutler 1984,
Terken and Nooteboom 1987, and Sanderman and Collier 1997).
But only variation in speech is not sufficient to create a natural embodied agent. Facial variation is required as well (besides visual correlates
of producing the different speech sounds, i.e., movements in the mouth
area). For this purpose, many current embodied agents employ some
form of Perlin noise (Perlin 1995), i.e., small random head movements.
Even though Perlin noise certainly makes animations more natural and
life-like, the resulting variation is small and not functional in the linguistic sense of the word.2 Arguably, what is needed is some form of
audio-visual prosody, where speech cues and facial cues can be used,
alone and in tandem, to enhance both the naturalness and the expressiveness of embodied agents.
Arguably, not all facial cues have speech correlates and not all speech
cues have facial correlates, but for certain functional aspects of communication there is reason to assume a connection between the two (see
e.g., Pelachaud et al. 1996). This implies that knowledge is required
about the potential co-occurrence of auditory and visual cues. Concerning this, Pelachaud et al. (1996:32) stated that “there is a lack of
empirical information on when an accent or other intonational components are accompanied by a facial action”. Unfortunately, this situation
has not changed much in recent years, despite a growing number of empirical studies involving embodied conversational agents. One possible
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way to further this discussion is as follows. As a starting point, one
can look for relevant claims made in the literature, in particular in the
many descriptive (non-empirical) studies of non-verbal communication.
These claims can subsequently be implemented in an embodied conversational agent. Many researchers and developers of embodied conversational agents indeed follow this strategy, but one can go even further
and use the agent implementation to empirically verify, as it were, the
original claims. This method could be called analysis-by-synthesis and
is, in different disguises, applied in Granström et al. 1999, 2002 Nass et
al. 2000 and Krahmer et al. 2002a, 2002b, to name but a few).
In this chapter, the analysis-by-synthesis method is used to gain insight in one aspect of audio-visual prosody, namely the signalling of important bits of information in an utterance (the focus), via pitch accents
and eyebrow movements. It will be argued that analysis-by-synthesis
is a powerful evaluation tool, but one that should be used with some
caution.

2.

About brows

In a seminal paper, Ekman (1979) describes the role of eyebrow movements as emotional and conversational signals. Sometimes the distinction between these two kinds of signals is difficult to make (for instance
because both often occur during conversation). Still clear differences
between the two exist: conversational signals typically do not occur
when a person believes (s)he is unobserved, while emotional signals do.
Moreover, emotional but not conversational signals are believed to be
universal.
While the use of eyebrows as emotional signals has been addressed in
many studies (already in Darwin 1872), the conversational use is still
relatively understudied and most of the work that has been done in this
area is based on intuitions and impressionistic observations. This is surprising, since eyebrow movements are according to Ekman (1979:183)
“probably among the most frequent facial actions employed as conversational signals”. Various authors have suggested that eyebrow movements
can be used to emphasize important pieces of information (see e.g., Birdwhistell 1970, Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1972, Condon 1976, Ekman 1979). Ekman
observes that eyebrows can play this accentuation role in two different
ways: they can function as a baton (in the terminology of Efron 1941),
which may be used to accentuate a particular word as it is spoken, or
they can function as an underliner (in Ekman’s own terminology), where
the emphasis stretches out over more than one word.
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It is well-known that speakers may use auditory speech signals to
emphasize words as well. For instance, speakers of Germanic languages
(such as Dutch, English and German) can use pitch accents to indicate
the information status of words: accents tend to distinguish information
that is in focus (since it is new or contrastive) from information which
is given from the prior discourse context (see e.g., Chafe 1974, Terken
1984, Hirschberg 1993).
That both eyebrow movements and pitch accents can be used to signal
focus, suggests that there is close correspondence between the two. This
correspondence has indeed been noted by Morgan (1953) and Bolinger
(1985:202ff). The latter formulated his Metaphor of Up and Down which
implies, among other things, that when the pitch rises or falls, eyebrows
tend to follow the same pattern. As an illustration of this metaphor, it is
instructive to try and utter a two-word phrase, say “blue square,” with
a pitch accent (and no corresponding eyebrow movement) on the word
“blue” and an eyebrow movement (but no pitch accent) on the word
“square”. Most people find this a difficult exercise. Yet, speakers have
no problems whatsoever to produce the utterance with pitch accent and
eyebrow movement on the same word.
One of the few empirical studies devoted to the connection between
pitch accents and eyebrow movements is Cavé et al. (1996), who conducted a small production experiment (i.e., they recorded speakers).
They found a significant correlation between the two (in particular, and
surprisingly, for the left eyebrow). This implies that eyebrow movements
often co-occur with pitch accents. It is important to realize that the opposite is not the case. Ekman (1979:184): “There are many occasions
when people mark emphasis in their speech without either a baton or an
underliner.” People do more with their pitch than with their eyebrows,
as the reader can easily verify by looking at an arbitrary speaker.
If not all emphasized words are accompanied by an eyebrow movement, which words are? This is still an open question. Ekman (1979:184)
is “not optimistic about being able to predict when a baton or underliner
will be used and when emphasis will be carried just by voice, although
perhaps there might be some weak relationship with overall involvement
in what is said.”
It thus appears that the literature on non-verbal behavior is inconclusive about the role of eyebrow movements for communication. As a
result, it is no surprise that among developers of embodied conversational agents there is no consensus about the timing and placement of
eyebrow movements. Pelachaud et al. (1996) assume that the conversational use of eyebrow movements is affect dependent (e.g., it is assumed
that a disgusted person uses more eyebrow movements than, say, a sad
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one). In response to the question I know that Harry prefers potato
chips, but what does Julia prefer? , a disgusted agent would respond
with:
(julia prefers)theme (popcorn)rheme
(Here and elsewhere, small caps indicate a pitch accent, and over-lined
words are accompanied by an eyebrow movement.) Cassell et al. (2001:
482) use eyebrow movements (or flashes as they call them3 ) more sparingly. The eyebrows are raised only when an object is introduced in
the rheme. So, in response to the question above, the beat algorithm
of Cassell and co-workers would not produce an eyebrow movement on
Julia. It is worth noting that neither Pelachaud et al. (1996) nor Cassell
et al. (2001) report on empirical evaluation. As a result we get no insight in the effectiveness of the animations; it is unknown, for instance,
whether eyebrow movements influence the way human listeners process
the information.
The general picture that emerges is that both pitch accents and eyebrow movements may be used to signal focus. Eyebrow movements tend
to accompany pitch accents, but the opposite is not the case; often words
may be emphasized in speech, but not accompanied by an eyebrow movement. On the basis of such observations, Cavé and co-workers suggest
that eyebrow movements and pitch do not link up automatically (e.g.,
due to muscular synergy), but rather coincide for communicative reasons. Naturally, one wonders what these communicative reasons might
be. In general, it is uncertain what the function of eyebrow movements
for the perception of focus is. Do they help in emphasizing a particular
word as it is spoken? Do they influence the way human listeners process
information in a functional way?
There is still another complication. Various researchers have stressed
the functional link between eyebrow movements and pitch accents. However, pitch accents have different functions in different languages; they
play an important role in Germanic languages as signallers of information status, but this is not a linguistic universal. In Romance languages
(such as Italian and Spanish), for instance, less use is made of pitch
accents (and prosody in general) to mark information status (certainly
within syntactic constituents, Ladd 1996:177ff). Instead, word order
variation may be used for this purpose. This raises the question what
the function of eyebrow movements is for Romance languages. It is not
obvious that eyebrow movements perform the same function for focus
perception in Romance languages as they do in Germanic ones. In sum,
the general picture raises (at least) two questions:
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Question one What is the role of eyebrow movements for the perception of focus?
Question two Is this role the same across languages?
Below these questions are addressed via an analysis-by-synthesis method,
applying it to both Dutch (a Germanic language) and Italian (a Romance
one). In section 3 the stimuli used in the three experiments are described.
The first experiment (section 4) is about subjective preferences, asking
both Dutch and Italian subjects where they prefer to see eyebrow movements in relation to pitch accents. In the second experiment (section
5) it is investigated what the contribution of eyebrow movements is for
the perceived prominence of words in Dutch and Italian. The third experiment (section 6) is a functional study, investigating to what extent
Dutch and Italian subjects use pitch accents and eyebrow movements
to interpret incoming utterances. We end with a general discussion, in
which we attempt to answer the two general questions introduced above.
In addition, we discuss the pros and cons of the analysis-by-synthesis
method, and offer a general remedy to alleviate some of the cons of this
method.

3.

Materials

In all three experiments the stimuli consisted of animations of a male
Talking Head uttering the Dutch phrase “blauw vierkant” (blue square)
or the Italian phrase “triangolo nero” (black triangle).

3.1

Speech

The Dutch and Italian speech materials were collected in a (semi-)
spontaneous way in two earlier production experiments (for more details
see Krahmer and Swerts 2001 or Swerts et al. 2002). This was done using
a simple dialogue game, played by four Dutch pairs and four Italian pairs
of speakers, thus giving eight speakers per language. All Dutch subjects
were students and colleagues working in the south of the Netherlands
and speaking standard Dutch. The Italian speakers were all living in
Italy and were native speakers of the Tuscan variety of Italian.
The dialogue game is essentially an alignment task of figures played
by two subjects, call them A and B, who are separated from each other
by a screen. In each game, both players have an identical set of eight
cards at their disposal, each card displaying a geometrical figure in a
particular color (such as a blue square or a black triangle). Four of these
cards are put on a stack in front of the subjects, the remaining four are
in a row before them. The four cards in the stack of A are the same as
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Table 1.1. Example contexts for collection of target utterances in Dutch (“blauwe
vierkant”, blue square) and Italian (“triangolo nero”, black triangle).
Context

Dutch

Italian

CC

A: rode driehoek
B: blauwe vierkant

A: rettangolo rosa
B: triangolo nero

GC

A: blauwe driehoek
B: blauwe vierkant

A: triangolo rosa
B: triangolo nero

CG

A: rode vierkant
B: blauwe vierkant

A: rettangolo nero
B: triangolo nero

those in the row of B, and vice versa. The task for both subjects is to
create an identical ordered list of geometrical figures. The game consists
of a series of turns in which one participant describes the figure on top
of his or her stack and instructs the other participant to select this card.
Once a card has been described, both players discard it by placing it
in the ordered list. After each turn the subjects change roles, so that
the instruction-giver in one turn is the instruction-follower in the next
turn. The game is over when both players are out of cards. There are
no winners or losers. Each pair of subjects plays eight games. There is
always a two minute break between games. Speakers found it an easy
game to play.
The data thus obtained allow for an unambiguous operationalization
of the relevant contexts. A property is defined to be given (G) if it was
mentioned in the previous turn, and it is contrastive (C) if the figure
described in the previous turn had a different value for the relevant
attribute. Here we ignore initial dialogue contributions, so all properties
are either given of contrastive. We say that a phrase is in focus if it is
contrastive.
By systematically varying the order of the cards in the stack, we
collected target utterances (“blauw vierkant” for Dutch and “triangolo
nero” for Italian) in three different contexts: all contrast (CC), contrast
in the final word (GC) and contrast in the pre-final word (CG). Note
that in the two-letter abbreviations of the contexts the first letter represents the information status of the first word and the second letter
that of the second word in the utterance. Table 1.1 summarizes the
three contexts of interest and illustrates them with Dutch and Italian
examples.
A distributional analysis was performed for all target utterances by
three independent labellers for Dutch and three independent ones for
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Figure 1.1. Two stills from the Talking Head uttering “blauw vierkant” (blue square)
with a raised eyebrow on the first word (left) and no eyebrow action on the second
word (right).

Italian. All labellers were intonation experts and did not know the discourse context of the utterances while labelling them. For the utterances
used in the three experiments below, the results are unequivocal. In
Dutch, words receive a pitch accent when they are in focus (here: contrastive). In Italian, every word is always accented, irrespective of the
discourse context. All Italian speakers produce the same intonation contour in all contexts: a double accent (the pitch contour may be likened
to a “flat hat”), with the second accent downstepped with respect to
the first (the hat is dented). Thus, the first accent is stronger and more
prominent than the second, which is reflected, among other things, in
that it has a larger pitch excursion size (i.e., a larger difference between
the minimum and maximum F0 , Swerts et al. 2002:643).
In sum, the distribution of pitch accents is context-dependent in the
Dutch data and clearly reflects the information status of words; a focussed (contrastive) word carries a pitch accent, an unfocussed (given)
word does not. The distribution in the Italian data is different in that it
is always the same irrespective of the context; it provides no clues about
the focus of the utterance.

3.2

Animations

The animations used in the experiments were made with the CharToon environment (e.g., Ruttkay and Noot 2000), and take a 2D head of
a male character as their basis. Chartoon animations are based on constraints over control points (Ruttkay 2001). As speech materials we used
the utterances of “blauw vierkant” and “triangolo nero” that our male
speakers produced in the relevant contexts. Visual speech is generated
on the basis of a set of 48 visemes. Phonemes from the input speech are
mapped to corresponding visemes with a sampling rate of 100ms, while
intermediate stages are computed using linear interpolation. Rapid eye-
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brow movements coincide with the stressed syllable of either the first
or the second word in the relevant utterances. Notice that these are
eyebrow counterparts of focus on the first word and focus on the second
word respectively. We mark the presence of an eyebrow movement by
placing a line over the relevant character; thus, for instance, a CG animation uses speech that was collected in a CG context (the first word
is contrastive, the second given) and the first word is associated with an
eyebrow movement.
The eyebrow movements always had the same pattern: first, a 100ms
dynamic raising part, then a static raised part of 100ms, and finally a
dynamic lowering part of 100ms. The overall length of the movement
is comparable with the average duration of rapid eyebrow movements
of human speakers (±375ms, Cavé et al. 1996). We opted for slightly
shorter movements due to the overall short duration of the spoken utterances. The 300ms long movement also aligned nicely with the onset
and offset of syllables in the Dutch and Italian words used in our stimuli. The brow movement always corresponds with Action Unit AU 1+2
(Ekman and Friesen 1978).

4.
4.1

Experiment 1: Subjective preference
Method

In the first experiment, subjects were presented with minimal pairs
of stimuli. The members of these pairs were always identical in terms
of their sound properties, including the pitch accent distribution. They
only differed in that one member had an eyebrow movement on the first
word while the other had an eyebrow movement on the second word.
Subjects were asked in which of the two sound and image were best
synchronized.
Subjects were 25 native speakers of Dutch for the Dutch experiment
and 25 native speakers of Italian for the Italian experiment.4 They
watched and listened to the Talking Head uttering the different pairs of
two-word phrases “blauw vierkant” (Dutch) and “triangolo nero” (Italian). Two male voices were used for each language. All pairs of stimuli,
in both AB and BA order, were presented randomly. Subjects could
watch and listen to each pair twice, and were encouraged to select, by
forced choice, the most natural animation from the pair after the first
presentation, and then verify their initial choice during the second showing. Before the actual experiment subjects entered a brief training session (consisting of three pairs of stimuli) to make them acquainted with
the experimental setting and the kind of stimuli. No feedback was given
on the ‘correctness’ of their answers and there was no further commu-
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Table 1.2. Preference judgements (Dutch) for eyebrow movement on first or second
word as a function of context (N = 300; 12 stimuli × 25 subjects).
Eyebrow preferred on
Context

First word

Second word

.60
.38
.75

.40
.62
.25

CC
GC
CG

nication with the experimenter. The experiment itself consisted of 12
stimuli per language: 3 different contexts (CC, GC, CG) × 2 voices
× 2 orders (AB and BA). Subjects were not informed about the kinds
of cues they could pay attention to while making their selection. The
experiment lasted approximately 5 minutes.

4.2

Results (Dutch)

The Dutch results are given in Table 1.2. The overall distribution is
significantly different from chance (χ2 (2) = 34.8, p < 0.001). Looking at
the top row in this table, it can be seen that there is a mild preference for
the eyebrow movement to be aligned with the first word in the all-focus
(double contrast) case, which is realized in our Dutch speech data with
a double accent. However, the next two lines with results on utterances
with a single accent, clearly indicate that Dutch subjects disprefer cases
where the eyebrow movement and the pitch accent do not coincide. Arguably, such stimuli are ‘inconsistent’ in that the speech cues indicate
that one word is in focus, while the eyebrows suggest that the other
word is in focus. Apparently, Dutch subjects prefer cases where pitch
and eyebrows are synchronized. This preference is clearest in the case
where the pitch accent falls on the first word (CG); in 75% of these cases,
the Dutch listeners prefer the eyebrow movement on the first word as
well. This is in accordance with our earlier speech-only results (Krahmer and Swerts 2001). In Dutch the default position for the nuclear
accent (basically, the most prominent accent in a phrase) is the final
word. When the pre-final word is in focus (and the final word is given),
the nuclear accent shifts to a non-nuclear position and as a consequence
it is somewhat more ‘conspicuous’ than when the nuclear accent appears
in default position.
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Table 1.3. Preference judgements (Italian) for eyebrow movement on first or second
word as a function of context (N = 300; 12 stimuli × 25 subjects).
Eyebrow preferred on
Context
CC
GC
CG

4.3

First word

Second word

.84
.76
.79

.16
.24
.21

Results (Italian)

The Italian results can be found in Table 1.3. Again, the overall
distribution is significantly different from chance (χ2 (2) = 106.92, p <
0.001). Inspection of the table reveals that Italian subjects have a clear
preference for the eyebrow movement to coincide with the first word,
irrespective of the context. This is in line with the earlier observation
that even though both words always receive an accent, the accent on
“triangolo” is more prominent than the one on “nero”.

4.4

Discussion

The Dutch and Italian results are significantly different (Pearson χ2 (5)
= 49, p < 0.001). Interestingly, these differences can be reduced entirely
to prosodic differences between the two languages. The Italian subjects
prefer the animations with the eyebrow movement on the first word,
irrespective of the context. This can be explained through the fact that
the first accent is the most prominent one. In the cases where our
two Dutch speakers produced a single accent (CG and GC) the Dutch
subjects prefer the animation in which eyebrow movement and pitch
accent fall on the same word. So, in general, if an animation contains an
eyebrow movement, both Dutch and Italian subjects prefer the eyebrow
movement on the most prominent word, the difference being that in
Italian the most prominent word is always the first one while in Dutch
this depends on the context (see Swerts et al 2002 for more details).5 The
fact that in Dutch pitch accents and eyebrow movements are preferred
to be aligned, suggests that they may serve the same purpose, namely
to render a word more prominent. This issue is investigated further in
study 2.
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5.
5.1

Experiment 2: Perceived prominence
Method

Subjects were again confronted with pairs of animations that have
identical speech properties (including pitch accent distribution), but differ in the presence and placement of eyebrow movements. Unlike in the
previous study, however, for experiment 2 each pair of stimuli consisted
of one animation without any eyebrow movements and one animation
with an eyebrow movement on either the first or the second word of
the utterance. Given the finding of the previous experiment that listeners disprefer cases where pitch accents and eyebrows do not coincide
(a situation that can only arise in Dutch), the eyebrow movements in
the second study always accompanied a pitch accent. This implies that
Dutch subjects had to make less pairwise comparisons than Italian ones,
since the two ‘inconsistent’ kinds of Dutch stimuli (i.e., GC and CG) are
left out of consideration. For both the Dutch and the Italian study, the
same 25 subjects from study 1 participated. Moreover, the same two
male voices for each language were used.
The second experiment consisted of four different sessions. In two sessions subjects had to focus on the first word (the adjective “blauw” for
Dutch and the noun “triangolo” for Italian), once for each male voice.
In the two other sessions, subjects had to focus on the second word (the
noun “vierkant” for Dutch and the adjective “nero” for Italian). In all
four sessions, subjects had to determine by forced choice which of the
two animations contained the most prominent realization of the word
of interest. The stimuli were presented in two different random orders
to compensate for any learning effects. For both Dutch and Italian,
half of the stimulus pairs in each session were distractors. These consisted of utterance pairs that were not only different in terms of eyebrow
movements, but also used different speech realizations (taken from different contexts), in an attempt to deliberately confuse subjects about
the purpose of the experiment. Before a session started, subjects again
entered a brief training session (one stimulus pair per session) to make
them acquainted with the material and the task. Again, no feedback
was given on the ‘correctness’ of their answers and there was no further
communication with the experimenter. Apart from the distractors, each
Dutch session consisted of 4 pairs of stimuli and each Italian session of
6 pairs. Subjects were not informed about the kinds of cues they could
pay attention to while making their selection. The second experiment
lasted approximately 15 minutes.
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Table 1.4. Prominence judgements (Dutch) for the first word (“blauw”) and the
second word (“vierkant”) in animations with an eyebrow movement either on the first
or second word (indicated by a line on top of the relevant word). (N = 400; 2 words
× 4 comparisons × 2 voices × 25 subjects).
Word
Blauw

Vierkant

5.2

Pairwise comparisons
blauw vierkant
.95

blauw vierkant
.05

blauw vierkant
.10

blauw vierkant
.90

blauw vierkant
.14

blauw vierkant
.86

blauw vierkant
.90

blauw vierkant
.10

Results (Dutch)

Table 1.4 gives a summary of the results obtained for Dutch. To keep
the table readable, we do not present separate results for each individual
pairwise comparison. In fact, the different speech conditions gave rise to
very little variation anyway; all pairwise comparisons yielded significant
differences, with χ2 scores in the range of 28.8 and 42.3, df = 1, p <
0.001) (the interested reader may consult Krahmer et al. 2002b for the
detailed tables).
Looking at the results for the first word, “blauw”, it is clear that the
presence of an eyebrow movement on this word (marked by an over-line)
has an effect on the perceived prominence; in 95% of the cases, subjects
consider “blauw” more prominent in the animation where this word is associated with an eyebrow movement. Whether the phrase contains only
one accent (CG) or two accents (CC) does not influence the result. This
suggests that pitch and eyebrows have an additive effect for prominence
ratings. Interestingly, eyebrow movements also appear to downscale the
perceived prominence of words that appear in the immediate context of
a word which is accompanied by an eyebrow movement. This can be seen
from the second row of Table 1.4; when the word “vierkant” is associated
with an eyebrow movement, subjects consider the utterance of “blauw”
in the animation without eyebrow movements the most prominent one
(and recall that the speech in the two animations is identical).
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Table 1.5. Prominence judgements (Italian) for the first word (“triangolo”) and the
second word (“nero”) in animations with an eyebrow movement either on the first or
second word (indicated by a line on top of the relevant word). (N = 600; 2 words ×
6 comparisons × 2 voices × 25 subjects).
Word
Triangolo

Nero

Pairwise comparisons
triangolo nero
.85

triangolo nero
.15

triangolo nero
.35

triangolo nero
.65

triangolo nero
.29

triangolo nero
.71

triangolo nero
.71

triangolo nero
.29

The results for “vierkant” in the lower half of Table 1.4 mirror those
for “blauw” in the upper half: when an eyebrow movement accompanies
“vierkant”, this boosts the perceived prominence of this word (fourth
row), but when the eyebrow movement is associated with “blauw”, the
word “vierkant” is perceived as less prominent (third row).

5.3

Results (Italian)

The overall Italian results are summarized in Table 1.5. All but one of
the pairwise comparisons are statistically significant, with χ2 values in
the range of 3.92 (df = 1, p < 0.05) and 35.28 (df = 1, p < 0.001). The
only non-significant comparison is one in which subjects had to focus on
“triangolo” in a GC context.
The general picture that emerges from Table 1.5 is the following. If
“triangolo” is accompanied by an eyebrow movement, subjects rate its
prominence higher than when it is not accompanied by such a movement.
Alternatively, if the eyebrow movement occurs on the word “nero”, in
65% of the cases, subjects consider “triangolo” more prominent in the
animation without eyebrows. The basic picture for the second word
(“nero”) is essentially the same; the presence of an eyebrow movement on
“nero” increases its perceived prominence, but when the eyebrow movement is associated with “triangolo” this reduces the perceived prominence of “nero”.
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Discussion

The results for Dutch and Italian are very similar: the presence of
an eyebrow movement boosts the perceived prominence of the associated word and downscales the prominence of the preceding or following
word. This effect holds for both the first and the second word, and is
independent of the context in which the speech was uttered. This is
in line with earlier observations from Krahmer and Swerts (2001) that
prominence judgements are very much dependent on the prosodic context, in that an isolated pitch peak is perceived as more prominent than
the same peak presented in the context of an intonationally comparable
pitch peak. The results for Italian are somewhat less pronounced than
the Dutch ones, in particular when the eyebrow movement occurs on
“nero” or when “nero” is the word of interest. This is might be due to
the inherent prominence of “triangolo” in these utterances.
So far, the results for both languages are consistent with claims that
eyebrow movements are relevant for prominence perception. In the next
experiment it is examined to what extent subjects use information from
eyebrow movements when processing utterances.

6.
6.1

Experiment 3: Functional analysis
Method

In the third study it is investigated to what extent Dutch and Italian
subjects use audio-visual cues when interpreting utterances. For this
purpose a “dialogue reconstruction” experiment is used (Swerts et al.
2002). Subjects watch and listen to the Talking Head uttering (the
Dutch and Italian) counterparts of “blue square” (i.e., “blauw vierkant”
or “triangolo nero”), with a certain intonation contour (taken from its
original context) and an eyebrow movement on either the first or the
second word. This gives rise to six different kinds of stimuli (CC, CC,
GC, GC, CG, and CG). For Italian, four male voices were used. For
Dutch, six male voices were used; four human speakers recorded in the
earlier dialogue game experiment and in addition, two synthetic speakers
(copying intonation contours of two human speakers).6
The task for the subjects is to decide by forced choice what the preceding utterance would have described: (1) a red square, (2) a blue triangle
or (3) a red triangle. To perform this task subjects have to determine
what the focus of the current utterance is: (1) the first word (“blue”),
(2) the second word (“square”) or (3) both. See Table 1.1 for the actual
Dutch and Italian phrases used in the third experiment.
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Table 1.6. The perception of focus in Dutch as a function of context (N = 900; 6
conditions × 6 voices × 25 subjects).

Context

Blauw

Focus perceived on
Vierkant

Both

CC
CC

.30
.14

.27
.47

.43
.39

GC
GC

.17
.18

.61
.60

.22
.22

CG
CG

.75
.70

.15
.20

.10
.10

Subjects were 25 native speakers of Dutch (different from those used
for studies 1 and 2) and 25 native speakers of Italian (the same as those
for studies 1 and 2).7 Before the actual experiment started, subjects
entered a brief training session (3 stimuli), to make them acquainted
with the experimental setting and the kind of stimuli. No feedback was
given about the ‘correctness’ of their answers, and there was no further
communication with the conductor of the experiment. The experiment
consisted of 36 stimuli for Dutch (6 voices × 6 conditions) and 24 for
Italian (4 voices × 6 conditions). The experiment lasted approximately
10 minutes.

6.2

Results (Dutch)

In Table 1.6 the results of the dialogue reconstruction experiment for
Dutch are given. The overall distribution is significantly different from
chance (χ2 (10) = 292.2, p < 0.001). First consider the cases where the
speech has a single pitch accent, either on the adjective (CG) or the
noun (GC). In the first case, the majority of the subjects perceives the
focus on the word “blauw”, while in the second case, the majority of
subjects perceives the focus on the word “vierkant”. Hence, in both
cases subjects perceive the focus on the accented word, irrespective of
the position of the eyebrow movement. Nevertheless, if we compare
the distribution obtained with an eyebrow movement on the first word
with the distribution obtained with such a movement on the second
word, a significant difference is found (Pearson χ2 (8) = 19, p < 0.025).
This difference is primarily due to the cases where both words receive
a pitch accent (CC). In those cases, a word which is associated with an
eyebrow movement is perceived to be in focus roughly twice more often
than when the word is not accompanied by a brow movement. Thus,
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Table 1.7. The perception of focus in Italian as a function of context (N = 600; 6
conditions × 4 voices × 25 subjects).

Context

Triangolo

Focus perceived on
Nero

Both

CC
CC

.36
.35

.31
.28

.33
.37

GC
GC

.37
.26

.29
.49

.34
.25

CG
CG

.25
.32

.36
.38

.39
.30

if the eyebrow movement coincides with “blauw”, subjects perceive the
focus on this word in 30% of the cases (as opposed to 14% of the cases
when no eyebrow movement accompanies “blauw”). And, if the eyebrow
movement is aligned with “vierkant”, this word is perceived to be the
focussed one in 47% of the cases (as opposed to 27% of the cases when no
eyebrow movement accompanies “vierkant”). So, for Dutch both pitch
accents and eyebrow movements can influence the perception of focus,
albeit that the effect is much larger for pitch.

6.3

Results (Italian)

The Italian results are rather different, as the reader can observe in
Table 1.7. The overall distribution is not significantly different from
chance (χ2 (10) = 16.8, n.s.). Moreover, the distribution obtained with
the eyebrow movement on the first word is not significantly different from
that with the movement on the second word (Pearson χ2 (8) = 10.84 ,
n.s.) This indicates that Italian subjects can not reconstruct the dialogue
history on the basis of the audio-visual properties of the stimuli. Put
differently, the placement of pitch accents and eyebrow movements does
not provide any clues for our Italian subjects about the context.

6.4

Discussion

The results show that Dutch subjects are capable of “reconstructing
the dialogue history” in the current experiment, while Italian subjects
are not. The results for both languages confirm the earlier speech-only
results of Swerts et al. 2002. In the Dutch speech-only results, subjects
could reconstruct the dialogue history best in the CG case (because the
nuclear accent falls on a non-default position) and least in the CC case.
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In the current experiment we can basically observe the same picture.
Interestingly, the eyebrow movements contribute only in the all contrast
(CC) case, which is the one where the speech cues are least informative. Overall we see somewhat more confusion in the current experiment
than was found in the speech-only experiment. This might indicate that
the presence of the face is somewhat distracting for subjects. Similar observations have been made for ‘real’ face-to-face communication
(Doherty-Sneddon et al. 2001).
In our earlier speech-only experiment for Italian we found that subjects are incapable to reconstruct the dialogue history on the basis of
prosodic cues. This was not surprising, since our Italian speakers always
pronounced “triangolo nero” with the same contour irrespective of the
context. On the basis of this, and in analogy with the Dutch CC case,
one might hypothesize that eyebrow movements would contribute more
for Italian than they did for Dutch. This would also be in line with observations from Rimé and Schiarature (1991) that gestures occur more
when speech cues are underspecified. But in fact, the opposite of our
expectation turned out to be true: eyebrows contributed less for Italian
than they did for Dutch.
Thus, again we find differences between Dutch and Italian (eyebrows
do something for focus perception in Dutch and nothing in Italian)
and again these differences seem related to prosodic differences between
the two languages (prosodic cues contribute to focus perception for our
Dutch but not for our Italian speech materials).

7.

General Discussion

Eyebrows in Dutch and Italian.
This chapter has reported on
three experiments with an embodied agent, in an attempt to gain more
insight into the cue value of eyebrow movements for the perception of
focus in Dutch and Italian.
The first experiment tested how Dutch and Italian listeners react to
two-word stimuli with an eyebrow movement either on the first or on
the second word. Results showed that our Dutch subjects prefer those
animations in which the eyebrow movement is synchronized with a word
that carries a pitch accent (due to contrastiveness) rather than with an
unaccented word. Our Italian subjects preferred the eyebrow movement
to occur on the first word, irrespective of its information status. So
Dutch and Italian subjects appear to have different preferences, but these
differences can be explained entirely by the prosodic differences between
the two languages. Essentially, both Dutch and Italian subjects prefer
the eyebrow movement to coincide with the most prominent word in the
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utterance, which is determined by context in Dutch and always is the
first word in our Italian speech data.
The second experiment investigated whether listeners are sensitive to
eyebrow movements when they have to rate the prominence of particular
words. This experiment showed that for both the Dutch and the Italian
stimuli, eyebrow movements boost the perceived prominence of the word
they are associated with and simultaneously downscale the prominence
of words in the immediate preceding or following context. The situation
was somewhat more clear for Dutch than for Italian, which again can
be ascribed to prosodic differences between the languages (in particular
to the inherent prominence of the first pitch accent with respect to the
second, downstepped one in the Italian stimuli).
The third experiment tried to found out the relative contributions
of pitch accents and eyebrow movements for the perception of focus
in Dutch and Italian. Our Dutch listeners use both cues to determine
the focus of an utterance, albeit that the effect of pitch accents is much
larger than that of eyebrow movements. The latter only contribute when
speech cues are relatively unclear (i.e., the double contrast, CC case).
Our Italian subjects, however, were unable to determine the focus of the
utterances. The differences between the Dutch and Italian results once
again mirror prosodic differences between the two languages. In earlier
work (Swerts et al. 2002) we have found that Dutch listeners can and
Italian listeners cannot determine the focus of utterances on the basis of
auditory cues alone.
This suggests that the two questions from the introduction may be
answered as follows. About question one: eyebrow movements seem to
play only a secondary role for the perception of focus; they follow pitch
accents and mainly enhance the perceived prominence of words. And
concerning question two: the proper placement of eyebrow movements
is language dependent and their functional contribution may differ per
language. Interestingly, however, to the extent that eyebrow movements
have different functions in the languages under consideration here, these
differences can be fully explained from the prosodic differences between
the languages.
The first two experiments confirm the earlier claims that eyebrow
movements and pitch accents are related for communicative purposes;
both the Dutch and Italian subjects prefer the eyebrow movement to
coincide with the most prominent word, and the brow movement indeed
seems to perform some accentuation function. Still, it remains puzzling
that eyebrow movements play only a small (Dutch) or no (Italian) role
for the perception of focus. It might be that eyebrow movements are
exploited more consistently as a cue to different kinds of conversational
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phenomena.8 Another explanation might be that listeners are simply
more biased to auditory cues than to visual cues for focus perception.
This would be in line with the earlier observation that speakers do more
with pitch than with eyebrows. Many accented words are not accompanied by a baton or an underliner, so it is not unlikely that we are most
sensitive to verbal prosody.

About analysis-by-synthesis.
Analysis-by-synthesis is a powerful evaluation method, which may provide useful empirical data about
the relation between verbal and visual prosody. The two main advantages of the method are that (a) one has direct control over all the
relevant parameters, and (b) once a theory has been implemented (and
evaluated positively) it can be applied directly in an embodied conversational agent. One can think of many variations on the three experiments
discussed above that could be pursued using the analysis-by-synthesis
method. For instance, we have only looked at one eyebrow movement
(AU 1+2). Ekman and Friesen (1978) also describe another brow movement that may serve as a baton or an underliner, namely AU 4 (in
which the brows are lowered and drawn). According to Ekman (1979)
this movement can have a similar function as AU 1+2, but seems to contain an element of doubt as well. It would be interesting to test this.9
Other variations involve manipulating the duration and the strength
of the brow movement. What happens if we would use shorter/longer
movements, where the eyebrows move upwards to a lesser extent? Would
they still increase the perceived prominence of words? For such research
questions, the analysis-by-synthesis method seems very useful.10
There is also a potential disadvantage of the analysis-by-synthesis
method, however, in that the results may be incomplete. In the three experiments described above, we only manipulated one parameter (brows)
and measured the results. Still, it might be that some other visual factor
or combination of factors is more relevant for focus perception. Since
no other parameters were manipulated in the experiments, such an alternative explanation cannot be ruled out. Of course, we can redo the
experiments with, say, head nods, in combination with or instead of eyebrow movements. It might, for instance, be the case that head nods are
more convincing visual cues than eyebrow movements for reconstructing
the dialogue history (experiment 3). But even if that were the case, it
would not solve the general problem. After all, it might be that there
still is another cue or combination of cues which more accurately corresponds with focus signalling. The number of potential cue combination
grows explosively and it does not seem feasible to try out all of them via
analysis-by-synthesis experiment. In our opinion, the best way to ad-
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Figure 1.2. Representative stills of two subjects uttering unstressed (left) and
stressed (right) syllables.

dress this potential problem is by combining analysis-by-synthesis with
analysis-by-observation. Below we describe such an analysis.

Analysis-by-observation.
To gain insight into which audio-visual
prominence cues human speaker actually use, an analysis-by-observation
test was conducted. Twenty (Dutch) subjects were asked to pronounce
nonsense words consisting of three CV (consonant vowel) syllables: /ma
ma ma/ and /ga ga ga/.11 In each utterance, subjects had to emphasize
one syllable. To achieve this, they were given cards with the three syllables, one of which was printed in upper case. The text on a card could
be, for instance, “ma MA ma,” which indicated that the second syllable
should be pronounced with more emphasis than the other two. Subjects
were not instructed about the kinds of cues they could use for emphasizing a syllable. They were given six cards in total (2 words × 3 stressed
syllables). After looking at the top card, they were asked to pronounce
the word printed on this card while looking into the camera. They did
so in two different conditions: neutral and exaggerated . This process
was repeated for each of the six cards, which resulted in 12 utterances
per speaker (240 utterances in total).
As expected, almost all speakers used verbal cues to stress the designated syllable, but many speakers used visual cues as well. See figure
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1.2 for some illustrative screen shots. Two findings are particularly noteworthy for the purposes of this chapter. First, speakers clearly differ in
the kind of visual cues they use. Nine out of the 20 speakers indeed raise
their eyebrows when uttering the stressed syllable (at least occasionally),
while four speakers would use head movements. Interestingly, a recent
production study by Keating et al. (2003) showed clear correlations between phrasal stress (the kind of prominence related to focus) and both
head and eyebrow movements. Second, the most obvious audio-visual
cue in the exaggerated condition is that speakers articulate more clearly
when pronouncing the stressed syllable. This could be observed for 18
out of the 20 speakers. See Keating et al. (2003) for interesting related
results on perceptual relevance of visual cues in the mouth area and
Erickson et al. (1998) for correlations between jaw opening and accent.
To find out the relative contributions of the visual and the auditory
cues for prominence, a perception test was conducted. Five speakers
from the 20 were selected (we used those speakers who always looked in
the camera and always produced the utterances with emphasis on the
designated syllable). Their utterances were offered to three groups of 15
subjects in three different experimental conditions: one group saw the
utterances as they were recorded (audio+vision), one group only heard
the speech (audio) and the last group only saw the speakers (vision).
All subjects were asked to determine which of the three syllables was
the emphasized one. As expected, in both the audio+vision and in the
audio condition, subjects were very good at determining the stressed
syllable (97.1% and 97.3% correct, respectively). In the vision condition
subjects scored significantly less good, confirming our earlier observation
that auditory cues are more important for the perception of prominence
than visual ones. Nevertheless, subjects in this condition performed
still surprisingly good, with overall 92.89% correct guesses. What this
indicates is that there are clear visual cues for prominence besides the
well-known auditory ones.12
The analysis-by-observation approach does not suffer from the potential problems that may plague analysis-by-synthesis. Still, the approach
cannot give us all the information that we would like to have. In particular, while the perception test clearly shows that there are audio-visual
cues that Dutch people may use when interpreting an utterance (e.g., to
detect prominence), we do not know which cues people actually use. In
fact, one way to find out would be using an analysis-by-synthesis experiment. This illustrates that the combination of analysis-by-observation
with analysis-by-synthesis is a good way to gain insight in functions
of audio-visual prosody, because it enables us to get insight in which
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cues human speakers employ, but also in how human listeners interpret
stimuli which include these cues.
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Notes
1. Embodied Conversational Agents (e.g., Cassell et al. 2000) are also referred to as Virtual Humans (e.g., Gratch et al. 2002) or Talking Heads (e.g., Rubin and Vatikiotis-Bateson
1998). In this chapter we mainly concentrate on Talking Heads although the methodological
part of the story is applicable to any kind of embodied agent.
2. There is even some evidence that the presence of Perlin noise results in animations
which are slightly less functional than animations without Perlin noise, since subjects are
somewhat more likely to miss potentially informative facial cues when random movements
are present (van de Laar 2003).
3. Their usage of the term flash for an eyebrow movement does not coincide with Ekman’s
usage of the term. The flashes of Cassell et al. (2001) are really batons or underliners,
while Ekman’s flashes refer to repeated brow raises which do not coincide with speech (i.e.,
emblems).
4. The Dutch and Italian subjects came from different parts of The Netherlands and
Italy, respectively. For methodological reasons, it would have been better to have Italian
subjects from Tuscany only (the dialect of the speakers), as Italian dialects are known to
vary regarding their intonation structures. Unfortunately, we were unable to find enough
Tuscanian subjects. However, since the Italian results are so unequivocal, we suspect that
the results would not have been dramatically different from the ones reported here.
5. Of course, it might be that our Dutch and Italian subjects would have preferred an
animation without eyebrow movements, but the experiment was not designed to test this.
It would be interesting, however, to redo the first experiment including animations without
eyebrow movements, and ask subjects for their preference.
6. The synthetic voices were added to see to what extent naturalness of the voice influences the perception of focus. Arguably, a human voice has more natural and better sounding
prosody, but a synthetic voice might be more suitable as the auditory counterpart of a synthetic character. It turned out that this was not the case: the results for the 4 human voices
did not differ significantly from the results for the 2 synthetic voices.
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7. The order of presentation in this chapter is a historical falsification. The Dutch experiments were carried out first. This was done in two steps: first, we performed the functional
analysis, and in a later stage we did the subjective preferences and perceived prominence
tests to get a better understanding of the results of the functional analysis. The Italian
experiments were done at a later date, but in the same order as the Dutch experiments (i.e.,
3, 1, 2).
8. Ekman (1979) also mentions other conversational functions of brows besides accenting,
in particular they may cue punctuation, question marks, word search, and agreement between
dialogue participants. None of these functions seems intuitively right for the stimuli used in
the three experiments. It is interesting to observe that all of the functions Ekman mentions
are also typical functions of verbal prosody.
9. It seems that a study along these lines has been carried out by O’Sullivan and Eyman
(1978). We have not been able to consult this paper, but O’Sullivan (p.c.) informed us that
they compared AU 4, AU 1+4 and AU 1+2+4, combined with neutral statements, and found
that different brows affected the interpretation.
10. Along the same lines, it might be worth investigating subtle interactions of visual
cues with other auditory cues to prominence, such as different pitch accent types and voice
intensity.
11. The motivation to select /m/ and /g/ was that the former phoneme is pronounced
in the front of the articulatory channel, while the latter is pronounced in the back. It was
hypothesized that the /m/ is visually easier to perceive than the /g/. This turned out not
to play a role for prominence perception.
12. More details about this and some related experiments will be given in a sequel to this
paper.
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